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with vectorworks 12, users can take their design project from concept to completion with improved performance, enhanced
design workflows, and more. in addition, vectorworks 12 also introduces form-based designs, which use form fields to quickly
add geometry and physical properties to a 2d drawing, and includes features such as the new forms in the cloud experience.

with the new forms in the cloud solution, users can quickly create forms and use them to create pdfs, 3d models, or bim
designs in the cloud. this eliminates the need to install forms in the cloud on local computers, and allows users to easily

collaborate with other vectorworks users and external collaborators using other cloud services. vectorworks 12 also includes
enhancements to the ease-of-use, performance and design capabilities of the software, and new features to improve

consistency, productivity, and collaboration. vectorworks 12 is available now on the app store. when using an autodesk
software package, develop procedures for finding unauthorized use and documenting the illegal use. this may include

documenting and tracking software usage on all networked computers and on the network. it may also include documenting
and tracking file creation and modification times and dates. it may include documenting and tracking changes to file creation
and modification dates, file sizes, and file names. it may include documenting and tracking the time of the day when usage

occurs. it may include documenting and tracking software product version numbers. develop procedures for identifying
unauthorized use and documenting the illegal use. this may include documenting and tracking software usage on all

networked computers and on the network. it may also include documenting and tracking file creation and modification times
and dates. it may include documenting and tracking changes to file creation and modification dates, file sizes, and file names.

it may include documenting and tracking the time of the day when usage occurs. it may include documenting and tracking
software product version numbers.
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the terms 'vectorworks' or 'vectorworks 2018' are being used in a manner inconsistent with the
terms of the governing license agreements. when you receive a drawing created in vectorworks

2018, the only option to remove the vectorworks watermark is to open the drawing in vectorworks
2019 or later and save the drawing. this will remove the vectorworks watermark from the drawing.

the watermark will reappear in vectorworks 2019, 2020, and 2021. welcome to the technical support
forum.. certain elements in the drawing are not found in vectorworks 2019. in vectorworks 10.5, you
could save drawing as a dwg, which was not available in previous versions. you can save the drawing
as a dwg in vectorworks 2019 and later by. you can save the drawing as a dwg in vectorworks 2020
and later by using the save as dialog in the main drawing window. vectorworks 2019 and later will
recognize the drawing as a dwg, and automatically save the drawing as a dwg. to save a drawing

created in vectorworks 20xx as a dwg, open the drawing, and choose save as. vectorworks 20xx will
recognize the drawing as a dwg, and automatically save the drawing as a dwg. when you receive a
drawing created in vectorworks 2018, the only option to remove the vectorworks watermark is to

open the drawing in vectorworks 2019 or later and save the drawing. this will remove the
vectorworks watermark from the drawing. the watermark will reappear in vectorworks 2019, 2020,
and 2021. the license conversion only involves the user’s installation and the copy of vectorworks

that was originally purchased. the user’s product key that was originally embedded in the installation
file is embedded in the new copy. hence, the license conversion is not an overwrite and the user’s

original purchase is not changed. you can determine if the license conversion is available by
searching for the product key in the user’s installed copy of vectorworks and comparing the value

with the product key that is embedded in the new copy. 5ec8ef588b
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